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ABSTRACT
Each language has its own,particular
ways of accentuation,which must be ob-
served in emphatic speech too. Thus,ac-
cording to their prosodic specificity,

an additional first-syllable accent is
frequently allowed in German and En-
glish but not in Rumanian emphasized

polysyllabic words.

Our paper presents a recent extreme

development of an erroneous first-syl—

lable accent in Rumanian words, affect—
ing all prosodic features. It usually
occurs in some western broadcasting

Programs, as a strange,deliberate

speech fashion.

1.1ntroduction

1.1. A language is constantly undergoing

Chan8e.But this change can hardly affect
the specific phySiognomy of the language,

in general,thanks to its inner conserva-
tive tendencies and to the feeling for con

rect idiom of the native speakers.An excel

lent example offers us the Rumanian lan-

guage,which could preserve its Romanic

Character for almost two thousand years,in

Spite of having been cut off from the main

part of the Romanic world,developing among

foreign languages of other groups,e.g.,

Slavic,Germanic,Ugric etc. There seems no

doubt that also in our times of immense

Change in the life of mankind, languages

Will keep on maintaining their particular

Characters,even if this becomes more and

more complicated.

1.2. We must admit that our bright tech-

Vnical period,making possible most accu-

rate research in many fields of human ac-

tivity casts its shadows,by:the constant

decrease of respect for and appreciation

of everlasting human cultural achievements

deterioration of moral standards and of

the sense of harmony and beauty (to con-

sider just what is accepted for music and

dance nowadays).

1.3. The pOSitive and negative sides of

our era have unavoidably touched the field

of language as well: while sophisticated

technical devices facilitate minute lan—

guage research and language teaching/

learning,quite shocking negative tenden—

cies —far from being grounded on deeper

scientific research,rather disregarding

language specificity - are developing in

many countries;e.g.,strange speech fash-

ions,adoption of unnecessary foreign terms

frequent use of wrong grammatical forms

etc. As a rule,they are also far from be—

ing the result of natural interference of

languages in contact.Most likely,the na-

tive speakers sustaining them are similar

to the superficial "enfants terribles" of

our days,who seek publicity for their ex—

travagant originality at any price.

1.4. Undoubtedly,improper alterations of

everyday speech have occurred in the past

too,without influencing standard speech at

all,as fashions come and go.But about that

time mass-media possibilities of spreading

such speech fashions were not at hand.Now

they are and language misuse can influence

the speech of millions of listeners and
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can become a danger to the specificity of

any language.

1.5. Let us concede that we,phoneticians,

also deserve unfavourable criticism,as we

have not at all done our best for the ex-

tension of useful pronunciation knowledge

to the masses of language speakers.In gen-

eral,even school and university handbooks

still lack quite important information on

the specificity of language,mainly in the

field of pronunciation.Phonetics continue:

to be underestimated in the study and

practice of language.

1.6. Under the circumstances, it seems to

be high time for-linguists and especially

for phoneticians,joined in international

associations,to unite their efforts, at

least,to protect standard speech from de-

liberate alterations, chiefly in programs

to be broadcast for radio or television

all over the world. Our paper is meant to

draw attention to this apparently over-

looked problem cf our days.

2.Main Features of GermanlEnglish and

Rumanian Accent in Contrast

2.1.For space restriction,we shall pick

out just a few main word/vs. sentence ac-

centual characteristics of these language;

2.2.Similarities

2.2.1.The accentual pattern of these lan-

guages is £523,1n the sense that the ac-

cent is not constantly placed on the same

syllable in all words. But it is also

fixed, as their accent has a fixed posi-

tion in the lexical pronunciation of each

word ,e.g.,G.1 VAter, getan, E. Abbot,ab6ve,

R. pasaj, pgsare.

2.2.2. They have a dynamic or intensity

stress,but it is usually associated with

pitch variation. More often,the stressed

syllable is higher in pitch than the un—

stressed syllables.Thus,the term "accent"

can be used to define the correlation of

stress and pit?£( the same in this papefi;
e.g.,G. Gettin, E. woman, R. certe

2.2.3. Thgi;_accent_c:n_have affiistinctive

function,a trait which increases the im-

portance of learning each word of these

languages with its Proper accent; e.g.,

G. zuvmgchen,§gmachen,E.f§recast,forecast,

R. copii, copi}.

2.3:-Differences

2.3.1.a) Most G.and E.words have their ac-

cent on their initial part -as the German

10 tendency is to place the accent to the

beginning,not to the end of words;b)where-

as most R.words have their accent on the

final part (the penult) -because the Roman

ic tendency is just the reverse.

2.3.2.a)G.and E.polysyllabic words often

have a primary and a secondary accent; b)

but this is a mere exception in Rumanian,

where words normally contain a single ac—

cent.Compare the: G. Schéinwgrfer and E.

phétogrgph with the R. fotogréf.

2.3.3.8) Certain G. and E. compounds can

have two primary accents (a double accent)

but b) this is a rare case in R.compounds;

e.g. G. hgarschgrf, E. ill—advised ,

R. reéua-vointa but rea-vointa .

2.3.4.a) Although in all three languages

form words are generally unaccented inthe

sentence,the G.and E.prepositions are fre—

quently stressed and get a considerable

high pitch. b)Since almost all R. prePOSi'

tions are unaccented, even in emphatic

speech,they are never given the high Pitch

of main words.Compare: G.Bleibe béivmir,

E. Cbme withvme, R. Vino gpvmine.

2-3-5.a Variation of SE??H'T§Z§§th and V0”

el quality are frequent in G.and E. un—

stressed syllables.Thus,their unstressed

syllables are often shorter or even elided

and sometimes undergo a vowel quality

change;e.g.,E. he, hevis, dictionary, 9'

méine, meinen. b) But nothing similar hap-

Pens in Rumanian: it does not have long and

short vowels —like G. and E.- and the T81‘

atiVe medium length of its vowels is n01;

perceptibly shortened by the absence of

stress. Moreover,unaccented vowels are

not elided or replaced by other vowels
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in Standard pronunciation.

3.About Common and Different Means of

Emphasis in 6., E., R. Standard Speech

3.1.When addressing large audiences,espe-

cially over the radio, not only correct

but also distinct speech is required to

support intelligibility.For that aim,sev—

eral means of emphasis can be used, pro-

vided that they correspond with the pro-

sodic specificity of the given language.

3.2.It is quite incorrect to simply trans-

fer any means of emphasis from one lan -

guaee to another,because some of them oc-

cur in many languages -e.g.,to pronounce

the most important words of the sentence

slower,clearlyfiistinct1y and with a strong-

or stress ~whlle others are usual in one

language but unusual in another language.

It is thus common in R.,but uncommon in G.

and E.,to pronounce the emphasized words

not only slower and more distinctly, but

also by loosening the junction of the pre—

tonic syllables without raising their low

Pitch level; e.g., in—gri-jo-réazg

b) In accordance with their specificity,

it is possible in G.and E. to add an em-

phatic first-syllable secondary accent on

certain polysyllabic words; e.g., G. die

individuélle Oppositién can be: die indi—

viduglle Qppositign,likewise E. the infer

riérity complex ,can be:..inferigrity

cbmplex.c)But the same units can be in B.

only: opozyia individuéld’, compléxul de

inferioritéte. If emphasized,the beginning

Of words can be uttered somewhat louder,

but without a higher pitch.0therwise We

adapt the main error of the new speech

fashion and would say: 6pozitia individua-

13,06mplexul de inferioritate, what is

Quite opposed to the particular tune of

the R. speech flow. As an exception, a

secondary accent is possible in R. stan—

dard speech:1) when emphasizing the con—

trast between two terms,e.g., Am zis: REE“

Pozitie nu pégtpozitie; or 2) on very few

Prefixes of negation and repetition; 8-8..

ngincepgt but necéz, a ré-cité_(to cite

again),but a recitg ( to declaim).

4. On the Development of the Word-initial

Erroneous Accent of Rumanian Abroad

4.1. The foregoing contrastive analyses

allow us to conclude that it is as bad to

impose one's native stress and pitch

shapes on the words of a foreign language,

as to adopt foreign shapes for the native

speech pattern.But it seems to be even

worse to deliberately develop the adopted

foreign prosodic shapes beyond any boundary,

led by an extravagant originality.

4.2. To avoid misinterpretation, it must

be underlined that no animosity against

persons or broadcasting programs,just res—

pect for my native language determined me

to research and present this topic. More-

over,I located the registered examples in

time only and the negative examples on the

recording tape are confrunted with some

positive examples of an older western ra—

dio speaker not yet "infected" with that

dangerous "virus".

4.3. The new speech-fashion,adopted at

present by most R. broadcasting speakers

from abroad, has developed approximately

during the last six years. Unfortunately

it is not only more and more imitated,but

— having reached its extreme degrees - it

also alters all other R.prosodic features.

Let us briefly examine its development:

gh§§g_l. A couple of western R. radio

speakers occasionally began to add a first

syllable secondary accent on some long R.

words, e.g.,continuitatii for continuitatii

§h§§g_g.Meanwhile, the relatively rare em-

phasis accent becomes more frequent,being

adopted by some more of their colleagues.

It is now used on shorter words as well;

e.g., cétitgra, for cotitgra.

Phase Q. The added secondary accent is in-

tensified and becomes also primary.The

words are thus double-stressed, with two

dimilar high pitch levels. A very strange

tune in R. indeed! e.g.,liberali,cgmbiné:
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tie,st§pilitéte, soliditgte (£1.87).
Phase 4.The unfortunate development reach-
es its first extreme point,namely,the word
initial accent is added even on such«words
which have their original accent on the

second syllable. A sequence of two accent-

ed syllables is the result.Quite an absurd
situation in R.,where even at sentence le-
vel the succession of two accents is avoid
ed,e.g., pgggrile. But this change deter-
mines some at er important changeztwo suc-
cessive accents cannot be uttered within
Joined syllables,they must be disjoined,

even separated.Thus the meaning of words
is altered,e.g. relAc;11e(r.e7)f.reac;iile
Phase §.The strong intensity of the added
accent causes the decrease of the original
primary accent,which becomes secondary and
its pitch is lowered,e.g.,combativitéte,
s éria i,f. combativitate,speria i (II,87)
hisse:i.The original :ZEEHt is dfhpped out
while the added’word-initial accent is math
tained.This second extreme point of the de
velopment is the cause of the low pitch le-
vel of the previously accented syllable;
e.g.,gggferinta,pggyleme,dénez(11.87) for
conferinta, probléme, da§g§.As a conse —
quence, the intonation contours together
with the rhythm are considerably changed.
Even vowel change and reduction of syl-
lables are resulting;e.g., sotie(so-ti-e)
becomes Sé:t$e (6.86), reéctiile (re-ac-ti
i-le) becomes ré'éc-tifle (11.87).
Phase 7. The accentuation fashion has now
reached its third extreme point: because
of the tendency to stress any word-initial
syllable, even form words,which are almost
never stressed,become accented,being given
a high pitch level. By this drastic change
two wrong ways are open: either to intro-
duce a pause between the accented form
word and the following content word -if
the accented syllables follow each other -
or to maintain the strong accent on the
form word and to make the content word un—
accented, with a low pitch level,e.g.,

verlcéntinua ( 6.86)f. vorgcontinua
r—‘ -———-—1.
b!realist§ for o realista,l% revedere f.

lagrevedére (II.875.

itaj—Buzrdivision into seven phases of de-

velopment is certainly subjective as their

characteristics are co-existing and inter-

changing. But it helps us to briefly fol-

low the negative influence of this prosod-

ic error on all other prosodic features.

Namely)it leads towards a new tune,opposed

to the R. specificity. Thus, the relative-

ly smooth speech flow, with harmoniously

rising and falling pitch of voice and be-

ing more Joined than disjoined, turns in-

to a rather abrupt speech with many high

pitch levels,sounding sometimes irritated

or commanding.

4.3. No use to add that the radio speakers

committing'these prosodic errors pretend

to be or even are Rumanians,who are thus

very likely to be imitated by their fan-

listeners.As a rule, a native is more

often imitated by other natives than a

foreigner and his unusual speech is not

perceived as mistaken, eVen if it is so.

Remarks

1.‘ The terms:German,English,Rumanian 06-
cur very often in the text, so we use them

abbreviated: G.,E.,R.

2.* The accent is marked right above the

stressed vowel letter.

3.‘ Signs:'=primary accent, ‘= secondary
accent, I = pause, L! = junctioru {'1 =high
pitch, L_J = low pitch.
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